A 15-Watt
Direct-Coupled
Amplifier
W IL L IA M B. FRASER :
Describing a stable, well designed amplifier suitable for high quality
music reproduction or for small commercial program distribution systems.
Gain : full output with 0.5 volts or less
ago the author commenced
mis input. A preamplifier per
the design and construction of a
mitting
the use of magnetic
high quality audio amplifier for his
phonograph pickups is to be
personal use at home. Complexity of
incorporated.
circuit design or difficulty of adjustment
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C ircu it Details
not intended to publish the circuit. The
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a studv of the better known commercial
satisfactory results. Only then did it oc
circuits and a number of published dia
cur to the author that perhaps others
rrams. Most of these designs were more
would be interested in the design tinally
or less conventional. By great refinement,
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a high degree of excellence had te en a t
The circuit is not complex, though it
tained in many of them. Nevertheless,
may appear so because of unconventional
there appeared to be two genrr d ways
circuit arrangements. The unorthodox
in which conventional design might he
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improved somewhat. First, almost all ot
ally controlled pov.er supply, i unique
these circuits employed either transform of loudness control, direct coupling
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pull throughout (except preamplifier),
that a part of the overall distortion o'
and an input circuit permitting the use
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esting' study in wire. At most, in the
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distortion free. Secondly, most of the
Design specifications tire used to 'de
circuits employed single-ended stages for
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arrangements. It was thought that a
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ficient for home use. How are these
distortion produced in most equipment.
With these preliminaries in mind, de
requirements expressed in figures? It is
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difficult to say. Experts argue the prob
were tentatively decided upon for rue
lem interminably.
output stage. 6A5G’s were attractive, for
But there must he something more
they produced the desired power output
specific to aim at than the generalities
at small distortion values: they did not
just mentioned, so the following speci
require nearly as much driving voltage
fications w ere set up:
as the 6A S7G ; they had reasonably low
plate current and v oltaje requirements:
Power output: 15 watts maximum
10 watts below 1 c and they were almost completely hum
free.
distortion from 30
After design and construction had
to 10.000 cps
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completed, it was found that the
Frequency range: 20 -20.000 - 0.5 db
drivers were capable of providing a
H um and noise: inaudible at all vol
peak to-peak potential of about 210 volts.
ume levels
This is sufficient to drive almost any
output tube. Consequently, with ap
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propriate changes, an experimenter may
substitute his tavorite tube for the
6A5G’s shown in the schematic. The
author tried GL6 ’s (tetrode connected),
R07’s (triode connected), and 6B4G’s.
6A5G’s seemed to give better results
than any of the others, though this is
difficult to prove.
Glass enclosed triodes are used for
voltage amplifiers. Both 6S X 7’s and
6S L 7’s tire rugged and non-microphonic.
The glass envelopes facilitate trouble
shooting. In addition, glass tubes ai e
somewhat less gassy than their metal
counterparts. T he use of dual triodes
cuts down on the total number of tubes
required and is also desirable because
the two triode sections are more likely
to have similar characteristics than sep
arate tubes.
To eliminate conventional coupling de
vices, direct coupling is used throughout.
Direct coupling is inherently free of all
forms of distortion. Its principal disad
vantages are the high plate supply volt
age required, critical balancing, and the
possibility of operating tubes at incorrect
potentials. Of these problems, mainten m c e of balance of the circuit was
found to be the most difficult to over
come. Balance was finally secured by the
use of dirisct-coupled inverse feedback
from the cathodes of the drivers. Tins
arrangement not only corrects for tend
encies of the tubes to shift their operat
ing potentials and currents, but also
maintains signal balance between the two
halves of the push-pull voltage amplifier
circuit.
It can be shown that plate supply re
sistors common to botli tubes of a pushpull arrangement assist in stabilizing the
d.c. potentials of a direct coupled circuit.
Resistors jvm R-o, Rn, and R ib have
such an effect.
This feedback does not, of course,
correct distortions which may arise in
the output tubes and output transformer.
Mich disiortions iire cancelled by inverse
feedback from the output transformer
secondary tap to which the loud-speaker
voice coil is attached. This arrangement

effectively faeds back an accurate samp
ling- of the voltage supplied to the loud
■speaker. The feedback resistor used in
this circuit should have a resistance
equal to 7800 times the square root of the
voice coil impedance.
The values of the feedback resistors
were selected after considerable investi
gation of the effect of feedback on signal
waveform. Both sine and square wave
■nputs were used and the resultant oscil
loscope patterns were carefully studied.
Because of the small phase shift inherent
in this direct coupled circuit, unusually
large amounts of feedback can be used.
However, feedback in excess of that
recommended will result in reduced
amplification and may cause high-fre
quency oscillation.
Signal input can be either single ended
or push-pull. Referring to Fig. 2, phase
inversion is accomplished by Vs and Vs
in case a single-ended signal is used. This
type of phasi inverter has no frequency
discrimination and produces a perfectly
balanced push-pull signal, provided the
corresponding parts of the circuit are
matched. T he design was adapted from
similar circuits which have been pub
lished recently. A unique form of loud
ness control is shown as the three-sec
tion ganged potentiometer R,o, capacitor
Cu and resistor Ru. It will be observed
that the high frequencies fed to the grid
of Vs are automatically attenuated as
\olume is decreased, thus giving an in
creased proportion of lower frequencies

at reduced volume levels. The values of
R n and Cu can be varied to suit the
individual. The author used a value of
.04 pf for Cu and a value of 0 ohms for
Ru. After values have been established
for the components of the loudness con
trol will work with greatest effectiveness
for input signals which have the same
average strength as the signal for which
the loudness control was originally de
signed. Therefore, individual semi-ad
justable volume controls (Rn, R ,s, R „)
have been provided for each signal de
vice.
In case a balanced signal is to he
used instead of a single ended signal,
the signal should be fed to the un
grounded ends of Rms and Run. C,o is
then attached to R mb in the same way as
Cn is attached to R , oa. A fourth potenti
ometer should he ganged to the loudness
control and wired similarly to R tb and
Rsoc.
The slightest trace of d.c. appearing
on the grid of Vs will upset the balance
of the entire amplifier. Therefore, Cu
is used to insure that d.c. from the sig
nal sources is eliminated.
It will be noted that Vs is a cathode
follower and hence produces no ampli
fication. Vs and Vs amplify in the normal
manner. The common cathode resistor
of Vs tends to correct for any signal
unbalance which may occur. Finally, the
balanced feedback from Vs to Vs corrects
for anv small residual signal unbalance.
Oscilloscope tests show that the signals

supplied to the output tubes are balanced
under all conditions. This is an import
ant requirement in push-pull circuits.
It will be noted that Vs has an un
bypassed cathode resistor. T he resultant
degeneration improves frequency re
sponse and stability.
Vs is a cathode follower driver. Since
the 6A5G's are to be operated Class ABi,
and presumably draw no grid current, it
may be wondered why Vs is used. The
principal reason for the presence of this
tube is that the grids of the 6A5G’s do
draw current, even though they are not
driven positive. This characteristic is
typical of many triode-output tubes. Vs
cannot supply current from its plate to
the grid of the following tube without
suffering serious distortion in its out
put. However, a cathode follower can
supply the small amounts of power re
quired without ill effects, and so this
arrangement is used for the driver. An
inspection of the circuit diagram will
show that Rsa controls the total plate cur
rent of the output tubes and that R h
balances the plate current.
A number of excellent preamplifier de
signs are available. T he one shown has
been described previously
Power Supply

A t first glance, the power supply may
appear to he unusual. Actually, the high
voltage secondary of the power tran s
former merely employs a bridge type

rectifier {Vt, Vs, Vs) so arranged that
the center tap of the winding is + 400
volts. This type of power supply is some
times referred to as a “duplex” power
supply.
The thermostatic delay relay is m
eluded to prevent the application of
plate voltage to the output uihes before
the indirectly heated cathodes of the
voltage amplifiers have w anned up suffiecntlv to provide correct bias.
The 6.3 volt a.c. heater winding is
liaised at t 400 volts. The cathodes of Vi
and Vs are biased at +400 volts, so the
same heater winding that supplies the
output tubes can be used for the 6X5
heaters. Also, it will be noted that the
cathode of Vt operates at approximately
+ 327 volts which permits this same
source of 6.3-volt a.c. to be used for the
heater of Vs.
A full-wave selenium rectifier and as
sociated transformer are used to provide
d.c. heater current for Vi to Vs, in
clusive. The use of d.c. heaters in these
tubes reduces hum disturbances.

matched. Therefore, matching of corres
ponding parts is recommended insofar
as possible.
W iring of those portions of the cir
cuit operating at + 400 volts or less
should follow conventional procedure.
For the higher voltages, wire with fibre
glass insulation is recommended.
Potentiometers Ra and Rss should be
so located that they can be reached easily
with a screwdriver while the amplifier is
in operation.
Transformers and chokes should be
of good quality. The output transformer
is especially important. T he quality of
the entire amplifier will depend largely
on this item. This circuit was designed,
among other things, to eliminate ex
pensive interstage audio transformers,
and the money so saved can be invested
in the output transformer. A number of
excellent makes are available. The author
used a U T C linear standard LS55, and
found it very satisfactory.
Tubes Vt, Vs, and Vs should be

Construction

I be entire amplifier can lie mounted
on a 15 x 19 chassis, but it is recom
mended that the power supply be
mounted on a separate chassis, li only
one chassis is used, the parts must be
arranged so compactly that a cooling
fan is almost a necessity, especially if
the amplifier is to Be placed in a con
fined box. If a single chassis is used, the
parts should be laid out so that the power
supply is at the opposite end oi the
chassis from the low level stages. Since
the circuit is completeh push pull ( e x 
cept for the preamplifier), hum is mini
mized and shielded wire need not be
used. However, the preamplifier must
be carefully shielded.
The use of a single ground and
grounding bus is recommended to avoid
hum which sometimes results from mul
tiple grounds. In this case of the pre
amplifier. an insulated input jack should
be used. The grounded side of this jack
should be attached to the grounded end
of Rn. If this precaution is not observed,
a high hum level will almost invariably
result.
In the interest of good construction,
filter capacitors Ci and C* should be oil
filled. Because of the push-pull arrange
ment with its inherent hum cancellation
characteristics, no large capacitance
electrolytic capacitors are required ex
cept in the case of the preamplifier and
d.c. heater supply.
It is not absolutely essential to match
resistors, capacitors, tubes, etc., oi the
two halves of the push-pull circuit, be
cause cross-coupling, cathode degenera
tion, inverse feedback, and balancing
potentiometers provide for a reasonably
well balanced output, even if exact pushpull symmetry is not maintained. N ever
theless, accurate balance and superior
performance of the amplifier can be at
tained only In electrical and mechanical
symmetry. I-urthermore, changing line
voltage will result in unbalanced opera
tion if parts are not fairly carefully

the cathodes of Vs. If noise increases
when feedback loop is attached, the loop
has been reversed and should be attached
to the other cathode.
A final check of voltages should be
made; Table I shows typical values for
plate, grid, and cathode potentials reicrred to ground. If everything is in
correct working order, hum and noise
will be inaudible when the ear is held
more than three or four inches from the
speaker. W hen the preamplifier is
switched into the circuit, a small amount
of noise will become apparent, though
this noise should be so slight as to cause
no ob jection.
In order to maintain balance of the
amplifier, potentiometers Ra and Rss
will have to be adjusted periodically as
the tubes age. The frequency of these
adjustments will decrease after the first
few weeks of operation, during which
time the tubes’ characteristics are
changing quite rapidly. Since line volt
ages will vary throughout the day, it is
suggested that balancing be done when
the line voltage is at its average value.
The amplifier should be adjusted only
after it lias warmed up at least half an
hour.
Performance

Fig. 3. Curve showing voltage sensitiv
ity of the amplifier when feeding a
500-ohm resistive load.
mounted in non-microphonic t u b e
sockets. Switches 64 and Ss should be the
shorting t}pe to prevent noisy switching.
Idle feedback loop attached to the sec
ondary of the output transformer should
not be finally soldered in place until ad
justments of the amplifier are completed.
A djustm ent

After completing the construction, in
sert all tubes heated by d.c. T u rn on the
amplifier and adjust the heater voltage
to 6.3 volts.
Next, insert all tubes heated by a.c.
d'be thermostatic switch should not be
inserted until later. T urn on set and
measure a.c. heater voltage.
If everything is operating normally,
place the thermostatic switch in its
socket and turn on the amplifier. Adjust
Hu and Rss to produce correct operating
current and voltages for the output tubes.
If parts have been well balanced, mini
mum hum will be obtained when plate
current • are balanced. If parts have not
been carefully selected, minimum hum
may occur when plate currents arc
slightly imbalanced. A djust Ru for
minimum hum.
Finally, attach feedback loop from
output transformer secondary to one of

Full output of 15 watts is attained with
an input voltage of 0.35 volts mis. An
output of over 20 watts can be attained,
though the amplifier begins to produce
appreciable distortion over 15 watts.
F'requency response is flat to approxi
mately 20.000 cps, with a gradual droop
above that point. Voltage sensitivity is
shown in Fig 3. H um and noise voltages
were so low that they could not be meas
uered with equipment available.
Conclusions

In the past, direct coupled amplifiers
have proved unpopular probably because
of several problems associated with this
t>pe of design. The circuit described
herein overcomes all these difficulties by
unconventional arrangements, except
that periodic adjustment of the current
of output tubes will be required.
However, for those who require un
usually good performance, and enjoy the
work of achieving it, it is believed that
this circuit will provide satisfactory re
sults. Its superiority to most typical
designs can be shown either by instru
ments or by listener tests.
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40,1)00 ohms, 5-watt, wire
wound
10,000 ohms, 5-watt, wire
wound
50,000 ohms 5-watt wire
wound
15,000 ohms, )4-watt
55.000 ohms. jo-watt
51,000 ohms. r 2-watt
4700 ohms, }4-watt
18.000 ohms. J/Gwatt
5500 ohms, 12-watt
0.12 me,?. 1-watt
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400-volt supply at “B” )

R . t, Rife. R ip 1-meg potentiometer
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ter. 0.5 meg . each section
See text
20C0 ohms. 1-watt
500-ohm wire wound po
tentiometer
40,000 ohms, 10-\vaft wire
wound
4700 ohms, 1-watt
0.5 meg. 1-waTt

0.47 meg, 1-watt
0.155 meg (2 0.27-meg 1watt resistors in paral
lel)
20.000 ohms 2 -watt
27.000 ohms, 2-watt
0.15 meg. 1-watt
50.000-ohm wirewound po
tentiometer
0.35 meg. 2 watt
7800 \/V . C . impedance
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R34
R.thj R .46
R*
R38
R.to, R40
R<i

10 ui, 600-voh. oil fulled
3000 'j.i, 15-volt electrolytic
.001 'j.t. mica
.05 p.i. 600-roll, tubular
.0025 p.f, mica
.002 u.i mica
0.1 'j.1, 600-volt, tubular
30-50 v.f 450-volt, elec
trolytic
0.5 v.f, 600-volt, oil tilled
See tesXt
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c
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c
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G„. Cm
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V,
Vv. v „
V s. V « , V
V ,.

Vs

Vi*. Vio

s,

D P S T toggle switch
Amperite 20 -sec delay re
lay
3-gang, 6 -position, short
ing type
S P S T toggle switch
2-gang, 3-position, short
ing type
440-0-440v at 150 111a; 5v
at 3a ; 6.3v at 5a
9v at 4a filament trans
former
20-watt
output
tran s
former, 3000 ohms plateto-plate
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T.
Ts
To
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Iw.

SF.L
M

Cht
Ch
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t

5V4G
6X5
6SL7
6SN7
6A5G

h

5-amp fuse
0.5-amp fuse
15-volt. 4-amp selenium
rectifier
Milliammeter 0-100 nta
10-henrv. 150-nta choke
15-henrv, 50-ma choke
Input jacks

